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Amajority of investigations to personalizedmedicine in the �eld of cancer genomics
focus on identi�cation of molecular biomarkers, including biomarkers for early
diagnosis or predictors for therapeutic e�cacy. A large number of cancer biomarkers
are published each year. �ese studies are performed typically by comparing the
genomes of responders with that of nonresponders to certain therapeutics. Two
important biomarkers are EGFR-mutation and ALK rearrangements, which show
capacity to stratify NSCLC patients in terms of response to EGFR-TKI or ALK-TKI.
Successfully translation of these concepts into clinical strategies has greatly improved
the response rate (RR) up to ~80% to EGFR-TKI or ALK-TKIs in selected EGFR-
positive or ALK-positive NSCLC patients. Although almost all patients who initially
bene�ted from EGFR-TKI or ALK-TKI will eventually acquire resistance, targeted
therapy is still the backbone of NSCLC treatment.

Later, in 2011 cancer was further de�ned as a systemic disease by emphasizing
the interaction between cancer cells with the host and microenvironment. �e
unfavorable consequences of such interactions include immune escape and chronic
in�ammation, recognized as new hallmarks of cancer, in addition to sustained
proliferation, resistance to cell death, and so forth. Since thenmore andmore studies
moved from cancer itself to host immune system, with a focus on the discovery
of which immune compartment can be modulated in order to enhance the host
antitumor immunity.Within this scenario, the developed immunotherapeutics range
from well-established monoclonal antibodies, targeting cancer antigens, to adoptive
immune cells, such as CAR T cell approved for ALL therapy. However, in general the
rate of immunotherapy-induced cure thus far is not plausible.

�us as indicated, either cancer genomics or cancer immunology alone is unable
to approach a lifelong cure strategy. Nevertheless, the accumulating evidence
has con�rmed that the immune system is not working independently in tumor
surveillance; instead, the immune system interacts with other systems at both cellular
and also molecular levels in controlling tumorigenesis and therapeutic response to
antitumor treatment. As shown recently, tumors with a high somatic mutation load,
including melanoma and lung cancer, more likely respond to anti-CTLA-4/-PD-1,
probably due to dense immune in�ltration and a higher diversity of neoantigens
in such tumors. �is response to immunotherapy overcomes tissue heterogeneity;
therefore, the concept is anticipated to be applied universally to di�erent cancers.
�is study demonstrated that a novel understanding of cancer biology can be reached
by linking cancer genomics and cancer immunology. �e synergistic power of
integrating genomics and immunological approaches for this reason is speculated
to grant a great improvement in tailored cancer therapy for individual patients.

We invite investigators to contribute original research articles as well as review arti-
cles that seek to dissect the correlations between cancer genomics and immunology.
A particular interest will be given to papers exploring or discussing the application
of high throughput technology and systems biology approaches in reassociating
genomics and immunology.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

Molecular biomarkers of cancer and diseases of immune disorders
Novel association between tumor genetic abnormalities and response to
immunotherapy
Importance and signi�cance of oncogenomics in precision immunotherapy
Examples of applying immunogenomics to allow better coverage of the
licensed immunotherapeutics

Authors can submit their manuscripts via the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/bmri/genomics/agi/.
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